The authors study the transport of mass and heat in simulations of a Lennard-Jones fluid and demonstrate the calculation of transport coefficients, and of both the first and second entropies. These entropies are calculated from time correlation functions, as are the transport coefficients. They discuss the role of the second entropy in providing a physical explanation for the link between dynamic fluctuations and response. They illustrate the physical significance of the various contributions to the second entropy and how they simplify in the case of relaxation by steady-state flow. Certain approximations proposed for the calculation of the first entropy, common in the literature, are shown to break down under certain circumstances, and they give an improved method of calculation. They pay particular attention to the coupling between variables of opposite time parity in the transport matrix, and show that in general this cannot be neglected.
I. INTRODUCTION
Macroscopic fluxes of heat or matter due to applied thermodynamic or mechanical forces are described by the hydrodynamic transport laws. Such laws rely upon the existence of the linear transport coefficients and upon local thermal equilibrium. The assumption of local equilibrium may be valid on large enough length scales and long enough time scales, and linearity may be valid for weak enough forces. Experience shows that hydrodynamics can remain accurate down to surprisingly small lengths and times, and the delineating the regime of validity of continuum hydrodynamics remains an active area of experimental and theoretical researches. 1 Short length scales belong to the molecular regime, as do high frequency responses, and here the techniques of statistical mechanics are required. 2 In this context the most useful quantity is the time correlation function, which can be obtained by molecular dynamics simulations. Just as the static structure factor, which is the zero time limit of the correlation function, gives the linear response to a constant applied force, so does the time correlation function give the response to a time-varying force. 2, 3 The Green-Kubo theory is based upon this observation, and it gives the hydrodynamic transport coefficients as the time correlation function is evaluated at a particular time. The time correlation function is of course evaluated in the absence of any applied field. Alternatively and more efficient from the computational point of view is to simulate the system in the presence of a real or an artificial applied field, and to obtain the hydrodynamic transport coefficients from the linear response. 4, 5 The equivalence of the two approaches and the applicability of both to hydrodynamics rely upon the regression hypothesis: The relaxation of a system back to equilibrium following a spontaneous fluctuation is the same as if the disturbance was caused by an external field.
In the equilibrium case the static structure factor or linear response coefficient can be expressed as a derivative of the free energy or equivalently the total entropy. 6 The free energy determines both the probability of a spontaneous fluctuation and the work needed to induce the same fluctuation with an external stress. The equilibrium fluctuation theory is based upon writing the total entropy as a quadratic form, and hence the probability of a fluctuation from equilibrium is just a Gaussian with a variance related to the static structure factor. Recently, an analogous procedure has been advocated as a basis for a nonequilibrium theory ͑Ref. 7 and references therein͒. A second entropy has been introduced that gives the entropy for transitions between macrostates in a specified time interval. Writing this as a quadratic form, its exponential gives a Gaussian transition probability, and the timedependent variance is related to the time correlation function and hence to the dynamic linear response to a time-varying external perturbation. It has been shown that the Green-Kubo theory emerges from the molecular expressions for the second entropy. 8 In this paper, we examine time correlation functions of particle and energy densities of simple model systems based on the Lennard-Jones interaction in the light of the second entropy theory. We compare the hydrodynamic and GreenKubo treatments of transport to the second entropy approach, in particular, explaining the physical significance of the various contributions to the second entropy, and showing that all three descriptions of transport agree in our model systems. We explain both the distinction and the analogy between the first and second entropies. We go further than previous tests of the second entropy theory in studying the coupling between the energy and particle density, and examining the correlations in Fourier modes, and comparing them to the use of moments. We pay particular attention to correlations between modes of opposite time-reversal parity and show how any theory of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics that uses only the first entropy is incomplete, but also show where such a theory may safely be used and when the full second entropy theory is needed. We also test previously published expressions for the time variation of the first en-tropy, concluding that they fail at short or long times or both. We illustrate the calculation of a transport coefficient directly from the second entropy, and show that this is equivalent to the Green-Kubo approach. Finally we show how the exponential decay at long times of a spontaneous fluctuation typically obtained from Langevin equations emerges from the second entropy treatment.
II. THEORY
We take a microstate of our dynamical system to be a single phase point, with values of all canonical coordinates and conjugate momenta specified. In order to define the entropy, first or second, we must also define a macrostate, which is made up of many microstates. The theory discussed below might well be applied to any choice of macrostate, but we choose those macrostates specified by certain Fourier modes or first moments of particle or energy densities.
The density of particles at a point r is
and its Fourier transform is
The energy density is similarly defined,
where ⑀ l is the energy of the lth particle,
where p l is its momentum, and u͑r͒ is the pair potential. The k → 0 limits of and ⑀ are the conserved particle number and total energy. The particle and energy densities are the two "hydrodynamic" variables. Reference 2 discusses the hydrodynamics of simple fluids and the use of correlation functions in detail. Below we discuss also the behavior of moments of certain variables. Moments are used in Refs. 11 and 12 to develop the second-entropy theory. Consider the behavior of a Fourier mode of the energy density as the box size is increased and k → 0,
where we have taken k along the z axis without loss of generality, and the first sum in the second last line is the constant total energy. Whenever we calculate a time correlation function for a variable A, we use ␦A = A − ͗A͘, i.e., we subtract off the average value. For the nonzero Fourier modes ␦A = A. As E 0 is nearly constant ͑see Sec. III͒, its contribution to correlation functions may be neglected. See Sec. III below for a discussion of our use of a thermostat.
Where moments are calculated in this work, an "itinerant moment" definition is used. For example, below we study the density relaxation of a random selection of half the particles. Such a calculation is a prototype for one involving charged particles, but instead of positive and negative charged particles we say that each is either red or green and that all particles have identical interactions irrespective of their color. We could simply define the moment in the ordinary way, i.e., instantaneously,
where "b" denotes the moment of the simulation box, and
, L being the box length. Due to periodic boundary conditions, this variable will exhibit discontinuities in time when particles cross the walls of the simulation cell and are wrapped back in the other side. Instead we use the itinerant moment,
͑7͒
In practice, to obtain a time correlation function involving a moment, we integrate the correlation function involving its time derivative, which is independent of the periodic boundary conditions.
A. Hydrodynamics
A fluid of discrete particles becomes more like a continuum fluid as fluctuations on larger length scales are considered. The solution of the linearized Navier-Stokes, continuity, and energy equations leads to an expression for the time correlation of density fluctuations, 2, 10 
where S͑k͒ is the structure factor, D T is the thermal diffusion coefficient, ␥ is the ratio of isobaric to isochoric heat capacities, c s is the adiabatic speed of sound, and ⌫ is a sound attenuation coefficient. The average ͗·͘ 0 is over the evolution of the isolated system, called as the adiabatic evolution in Ref. 7 . The first term in this expression describes thermal diffusion, and the rate of relaxation has a characteristic dependence on length scale as ͑D T k 2 ͒ −1 , which typically appears when a fluctuation must decay by diffusive transport. Hence fitting the time correlation function and extracting the relaxation time yield the diffusion coefficient. Taking this approach to the calculation of a transport coefficient assumes that k is small enough that the Navier-Stokes and other hydrodynamic equations are accurate.
It is possible to extract a thermal conductivity from the parameters in Eq. ͑8͒,
where is the thermal conductivity, 0 is the mean number density, and c p is the isobaric heat capacity per particle. A similar treatment of the diffusion of particles is possible. The self-intermediate scattering function decays on larger length scales as
where now D is the diffusion coefficient of the particles, and the choice of j is immaterial.
B. Second entropy and time reversal
Just as the first, or familiar, thermodynamic entropy, is related to the probabilities of macrostates, the second entropy is related to the probabilities of transitions between macrostates. The second entropy may be used and understood by analogy with the first. Just as the first entropy gives both the fluctuations in the absence of a field ͑static correlations͒, and the response to a static field, so the second entropy gives both the time-separated fluctuations ͑time correlations͒ of an equilibrium system and the dynamic response to timedependent perturbations. The latter gives the time evolution of nonequilibrium systems. Reference 7 reviews the theory, Ref. 11 describes numerical tests of the theory, and Ref. 12 extends it to deal with nonlinearity. Figure 1 illustrates the physical significance of the second entropy, showing, in particular, its relation to the first entropy and its expected behavior at short and long time intervals between the two macrostates. The treatment of dynamics using the second entropy is quite general, but here we consider the simple case of small fluctuations in the particle and energy densities, either moments or Fourier modes.
We describe a macrostate of our system by several variables collected into a vector q T = ͑q 1 , q 2 , ...͒. We assume that the average of these variables vanish. Below we will take them to be Fourier components of densities or currents and in some cases moments.
The first entropy is
where q † is the conjugate transpose of q. Though the components of q may well be complex, as Fourier coefficients of a density perhaps, the entropy must of course be a real number, so that S = S † . Such quadratic expressions for the entropy are typically used to study spontaneous fluctuations about equilibrium. 2, 13, 14 This first entropy matrix S may be calculated from such fluctuations,
Following Refs. 7 and 12, we make a similar approximation for the second entropy,
This is the entropy of the transition from q 1 to q 2 in time .
It is shown in Ref. 12 that this expansion for the second entropy maybe rewritten in terms of a matrix of time correlation functions, in a manner analogous to the treatment of first entropy,
where Q is a matrix of time correlation functions,
and,
Just as the expansion of the first entropy to second order in q requires the matrix of static correlations in q, the correspond- ͑2͒ are solid lines, those that are not dashed. The trajectories which start in x but do not finish in y may later reach y. The bottom diagram roughly indicates the behavior of the second entropy over very long times, longer than the slowest relaxation time in the system. Here the trajectories are elaborate and it is hard to know which contribute and which do not, but we expect to find that the second entropy reduces to the sum of the first entropies, which is, to say, that in the uncorrelated limit the number of contributing trajectories is in proportion to the size of the initial and final states.
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ing expansion of the second entropy requires the time correlation functions. This emphasizes the analogy between first and second entropies. Above we noted that the relationship between static fluctuation and static response may be understood in terms of the ordinary free energy, which determines both the probability of a fluctuation and the work necessary to induce it with an external field. The total second entropy and, equivalently, the second free energy play a similar role in connecting spontaneous time-separated fluctuations and dynamical response, i.e., response to a time-varying field.
Given an initial macrostate q 1 and interval of time , the most likely final macrostate is obtained by maximizing the second entropy. Within the quadratic approximation, the most likely final macrostate is
The variables used to define the macrostates, that is, the elements of q, may be even under time reversal, as for particle positions, or they may be odd as are velocities. In our case we consider primarily Fourier modes or moments of conserved densities, which are even, but include also the time derivatives of these, which are odd. We order the elements of q so that all the variables of even parity appear before those of odd parity, and define
We find that Q͑−͒ = Q͑͒ † , and so Q + is block diagonal and contains only correlations between variables of like parity. Q − is block off-diagonal and contains correlations between variables of opposite parity.
We also wish to examine the typical change in the first entropy during the most probable transition from q 1 in time . Using the above expression for q 2 , this is
Closely related to this is the most likely rate of entropy production. This may be written as
The approximation is valid for relatively small changes in the fluctuation ͑small ͒. Such an expression for the rate of entropy production is common in the literature. [15] [16] [17] It would only be exact if the instantaneous velocity at the beginning of a fluctuation could be equated to the terminal velocity after some interval, which in general is not true. This approximation may be integrated to give
since Q͑0͒ =−S −1 . A closely related approximation results if the correlation matrix is taken to be a linear function of , Q͑͒ = const + Q 1 . ͑See Sec. II C on the time dependencies of the elements of Q.͒ The integral of the above approximation for the rate of the first entropy production then yields
Only the even part of Q contributes to these symmetric dot products. Casimir suggested that since Q − makes no contribution to the change in the first entropy, it has no physical consequences, and may be neglected. 18 While this is true for the change in the first entropy in the above approximations, it is not true more generally. We show below that it is not safe to neglect Q − , and that doing so can lead to an unphysical behavior. In consequence any theory based solely on the first entropy or its rate of change ͑such as the various principles of minimum or maximum dissipation that one finds in the literature͒ is incomplete, though such a treatment may be a reasonable approximation on certain time scales.
It is common to find in the literature, particular in that analysis based upon stochastic differential equations, 3 an exponentially decaying transport. For example, assuming the above time linearity of the correlation function, the most likely terminal velocity may be taken to be
Assuming that this holds in the limit → 0, this is just a differential equation with a solution of
In essence, this says that the time correlation function is exponentially decaying at large times, based upon its linear behavior at small times. It gives the change in the first entropy as
The second entropy of the most probable transition is
It is important to note that the first and second entropies are conceptually very different, though they are related, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , and shown by Eq. ͑26͒. Equation ͑19͒ gives the most likely change in the first entropy during the interval , and Eq. ͑26͒ gives the second entropy for the transition to the most likely macrostate after an interval . Equation ͑26͒ holds only for the most probable transition of an isolated system. We can rewrite the general expression for the second entropy, Eq. ͑14͒, as
͑27͒
The first term on the right hand side is obviously the first entropy for the static structure. The second term is the entropy cost of establishing the dynamic order, since it is essentially quadratic in the flux ͑coarse velocity͒. The third and fourth terms are related to the production of the first entropy, and are what drive the flux. In the most probable state, the dynamic part of the second entropy is
The dynamic part of the second entropy is negative, and increases in magnitude with , at least initially. The remaining two terms give the first entropy production,
This is linear in the flux, which is the coarse velocity, q ϵ͑q 2 − q 1 ͒ / .
The correlations decay to zero at long times, Q͑͒ → 0, → ϱ. Hence C͑͒ → S and
This is precisely the amount of the first entropy that is produced when the fluctuation has decayed to zero. This justifies calling this term as the first entropy production part of the second entropy. Though the second entropy of the most probable transition is constant with , the individual terms in Eq. ͑27͒ are not constant, and their behavior is informative. The sum of all terms but the first must vanish for the most likely transition, as may be seen by comparison of Eqs. ͑26͒ and ͑27͒. · ͑I + S · Q͒ −1 · S. In this limit the entropy production part of the second entropy becomes
This is essentially the coarse velocity times the thermodynamic force. This represents one quarter the amount of the first entropy that is produced. The above general analysis must be modified somewhat if we choose to determine our macrostates by the value of a variable say, and its time derivative . The elements of the matrix of correlation functions are Alternatively, for small we can Taylor-expand Q 11 about = 0. Then the expansions of the other terms are determined by these differentiations,
Now we turn to the behavior of S prod ͑2͒ at small . Consider first the matrix C as → 0,
In this limit ͑I + SQ͒ −1 → ͑Q 1 + Q 2 2 +¯͒ −1 . If Q is of the form given in Eq. ͑33͒ then C 11 ϰ −4 at small , but in the more general case where the elements of Q are not obtained from each other by differentiation it obeys C 11 ϰ −2 . If we put into Eq. ͑29͒ the small dependence of ͑S −1 + Q͒ 11 ϰ 2 and ͑q 2 − q 1 ͒ 11 ϰ 2 , where ͑·͒ ij represents an element of the matrix in the brackets, we find that S prod ͑2͒ ϳ O͑ 2 ͒ in the general case, and S prod ͑2͒ ϳ O͑1͒ if Q has the particular form given above in Eq. ͑33͒.
D. Simpler expressions for the second entropy
It turns out that for flows the steady-state regime holds over intermediate values of the time interval, and that in this regime the second entropy becomes extensive in . 7, 12 This may be seen starting from the general expression for the most likely terminal vector ͓Eq. ͑17͔͒, whose time derivative yields
͑35͒
It is desirable to make this a local expression for q 2 independent of the starting position q 1 or the time after the start . This occurs if there exists a regime Ϸ * where the derivative of the time correlation matrix is constant, Q ͑͒ϷQ 1 . This implies that the time correlation matrix itself is a linear function of time, Q͑͒ϷQ 0 + ͉͉Q 1 + O͑ − * ͒ 3 . Since this should also be constant, must be small enough for the second term to be negligible compared to the first, ͉Q 1 ͉ Ӷ ͉Q 0 ͉. This last condition implies that Q 0 = Q͑0͒ =−S −1 . Under these circumstance one has
where ϵ sign͑͒. This local expression yields the exponentially decaying time correlation function discussed above ͓Eq. ͑24͔͒. Note that for the case of mixed parity, Q 1 contains a term linear in , with Q 1 ͑͒ = Q 1 ͑−͒ † . Note also that for definiteness, the transport matrix Q 1 = Q ͑ * ͒ can be taken as the extreme value of the derivative of the time correlation matrix, since then the velocity is constant to the order of ͑ − * ͒ 2 . With this expression for the time correlation function, it is straightforward to show that C͑͒ = Q 1+ −1 /2͉͉, and that
Hence the second entropy becomes
͑37͒
Regarding the coarse velocity q ϵ͑q 2 − q 1 ͒ / , as an intensive variable, this shows that in the intermediate regime the second entropy is extensive in the time interval. In deriving this expression terms of order Q 1 · S have been neglected compared to unity. This result has a particularly clear physical interpretation: The first term is negative and quadratic in the flux, and it represents the cost of dynamic order. The second is positive and linear in the flux and it represents the first entropy production. ͑The original rather than the current thermodynamic force may be used here because is small enough so that the two are identical to this order.͒ The fourth term involves Q 1− , and represents the influence of the coupling of variables of opposite parity on the rate of the first entropy production. The final term is independent of the flux and of and represents the initial entropy cost of establishing the fluctuation.
A further simplification results if we assume that the second entropy depends only on a single variable and the corresponding flux,
where S prod ͑2͒ is estimated from one of the above formulas, possibly the full formula ͓Eq. ͑29͔͒. Given the fluxes and S prod ͑2͒ obtained from time correlation functions, we can calculate the following ratio:
͑39͒
If there was a steady-state relaxation, the relaxation, could be described by the above approximate second entropy, and then this ratio would be equal to 1 / ͑2A͒, where A is the transport coefficient. Physically we are comparing the dynamic order due to the flux to the first entropy production part of S ͑2͒ . Knowing that these must balanced in the steady state, we obtain the transport coefficient from their ratio.
E. A nonequilibrium theory based on the first entropy
Reference 11 discusses various variational principles for nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and compares them to the second-entropy approach, and reports numerical tests of these approaches for the case of conduction of heat. The thermal conductivity is obtained as the plateau value of the correlation function,
where E 1 is the energy moment. In the notation used here this function is given by
Onsager and Machlup developed a nonequilibrium theory based upon maximization of a certain functional that they said gave the rate of the first entropy production. 15 It can be shown 11, 19 that the Onsager-Machlup functional predicts that the above correlation function is of the following form:
where ϱ is the thermal conductivity, and is a time constant given by
If we also assume that the long-wavelength limit energy density fluctuations are related to the isobaric heat capacity,
where the average is over the canonical ensemble, and that the energy moment fluctuations ͗E 1 2 ͘ are related to the fluctuations in Fourier modes of the energy density as k 2 ͗E 1 2 ͘ Ϸ͉͗⑀͑k͉͒ 2 ͘ ͑see the discussion of moments and Fourier modes above in Sec. II͒, then we see that the OnsagerMachlup expression closely resembles the thermal diffusion mode exp͑−D T k 2 ͒ discussed above. This suggests that a first entropy approach, such as the Onsager-Machlup theory or a hydrodynamic approach, can only hold at longer times. We return to this point below, but note that there are other objections to the Onsager-Machlup functional ͑namely, that the expression optimized for the rate of first entropy production does not hold in the unoptimized state͒. 7, 11 Arguably, the correlation function ͓Eq. ͑41͔͒ is more plausible than the functional from which it is derived. The correlation function is definitely inaccurate at short times.
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III. SIMULATIONS
We study the Lennard-Jones fluid, at phase points summarized in Table I . The Hamiltonians for our systems of N particles are always of the following form:
where r i is the position and p i is the momentum of the ith particle, the sums are over particles and pairs, respectively, and, ͬ .
͑45͒
The particles are confined to a periodically repeated box, and interactions are truncated at R = 3.0 or 3.5, depending on the density. Changing the cutoff without a reciprocal-space calculation for the long-ranged part of the Lennard-Jones interaction will slightly alter the phase diagram, but none of the issues we discuss here will be affected. We use very long simulations ͑up to ϳ4000 time units͒ with N = 250 particles. In order to prevent a slow drift in the total energy we use a Nosé-Hoover chain thermostat with the longest relaxation time possible. These modified equations of motion have a different time signature from the ordinary Hamiltonian ones, and so it is important to check that it does not affect the relevant correlation functions. We have done this by varying the relaxation time and by comparing the results with simulations using true Hamiltonian dynamics. Choosing a sufficiently long relaxation time gives correlation functions that are indistinguishable from the constant-energy ones. We also checked that all correlation functions obey necessary conditions due to time reversibility and stationarity, within the small but inevitable numerical noise. Figure 2 shows the relaxation of particle and energy densities at various wave vectors in the bulk, supercritical fluids that are systems A and B ͑see Table I͒. We have chosen to study the variables q = ͑͑k͒ , ⑀͑k͒ , ͑k͒ , ⑀͑k͒͒ T , though below for some of our discussion we simplify matters by taking
IV. RESULTS
A. Hydrodynamic behavior in the bulk fluid
T . The correlation functions show an oscillation and an exponential decay of the type predicted by the hydrodynamic treatment ͓see Eq. ͑8͔͒.
The two plots on the left are from the lower density simulation, system A, and show mainly the exponential decay due to thermal diffusion, the first term in Eq. ͑8͒ above. These have the lag time axis scaled by k 2 , and so the long time decays at the lowest wave vectors sit on top of each other, showing that Eq. ͑8͒ becomes a better approximation at larger length scales. The two plots on the right are for the higher-density system B. These show stronger oscillations, corresponding to damped sound modes. The lag time axes here are scaled by k, so that the maxima and minima of the oscillations line up as predicted by Eq. ͑8͒.
The smallest wave vectors accessible are still large, and it is remarkable that the hydrodynamic treatment works at all, but this is a common observation: The hydrodynamic or macroscopic theory remains accurate on surprisingly small length scales. One method of extracting transport coefficients such as the thermal conductivity from a computer simulation is to fit a macroscopic expression such as Eq. ͑8͒ to the correlation functions. If the scaling with k expected from the macroscopic equations is observed ͑as in Fig. 2͒ , then it is reasonable to take the transport coefficients from such a fit.
In order to extract the thermal conductivity, we make a transformation to remove the sound modes from the correlation functions shown in Fig. 2 ,
where ⑀ is the energy density, u is the energy per particle, P is the pressure, and 0 is the average number density. Figure  3 shows the decay of correlations in h for system B, which the hydrodynamic calculation predicts to be
The thin lines in Fig. 3 show that this function fits the correlation functions for the three or four lowest wave vectors reasonably well.
FIG. 2.
Autocorrelations of Fourier modes of the particle and energy densities for systems A and B, exhibiting behavior much like the "hydrodynamic" modes discussed above in Sec. II A. The two left-hand plots are for system A and the right hand for system B. The top two are particle density and the bottom two are energy density. Wave vectors are given with the line styles as Lk / ͑2͒. System A correlations show most clearly the thermal diffusion mode ͑see top left plot, the three lowest wave vector curves coincide after k 2 ϳ 1.5͒. The system B curves show more clearly the sound modes. Note the different horizontal scalings.
FIG. 3. The time correlation function Q hh
, where h is given by Eq. ͑46͒. The transformation to h removes the sound modes seen in Fig. 2 , so that only the thermal diffusion mode may be seen. These curves are calculated for system B. The thicker lines are the simulated correlation functions, while the thin solid lines are the fit to Eq. ͑48͒. The wave vectors for each curve are given as Lk / ͑2͒ with the line styles.
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The thermal diffusion coefficient for system B from this fit is D T Ϸ 3.1 2 / LJ , which corresponds to a thermal conductivity of 8.1k B / LJ . Obtaining from D T requires the isobaric heat capacity, which is obtained from a fluctuation for-
B. Green-Kubo calculations
The other approach to the calculation of the transport coefficient is to use a Green-Kubo expression, directly expressing a coefficient in terms of a correlation function. 
In this paper the matrix of correlation functions is denoted as Q, so Ј͑͒ would be an element of Q,
The true thermal conductivity is taken from the peak of this function, and as the system is made larger this peak becomes a broad plateau, and the predicted value of the thermal conductivity lowers somewhat, approaching a limit. The fit of the hydrodynamic equations to system B ͑see Sec. IV A above͒ gives a thermal conductivity of 8.1 in Lennard-Jones units for a simulation box size of 6.79, in good agreement with the Green-Kubo results as shown in Fig. 4 . The middle plot of Fig. 4 shows correlation functions for the first moment of the distribution of the "red" particles for system B. These four functions are the elements of the matrix in Eq. ͑32͒. This moment is discussed above in Sec. II. This moment is calculated from the particle current using an itinerant moment definition. 9 The molecular dynamics calculation constrains the total momentum of the simulation cell to vanish, so the moment is calculated for a random selection of half the particles, as though there were two species with identical interactions. No essential difference is introduced to the results by this device.
The use of the itinerant moment definition implies that the elements Q 11 and Q 12 are obtained from the simulated Q 22 by integration. Q 11 ͑0͒ also comes from the simulation; it is needed as a constant of integration. The correlation function Q 22 is obtained up to = 32.75. An exponential decay was fit to Q 12 over the interval ͑10, 32.75͒ and this function was used to extrapolate Q out to larger times. None of the results below depends on this fit and extrapolation, but it does make the long time behavior of the correlation functions and entropies clearer.
The height of this plateau gives a diffusion coefficient ͑via a mobility͒ for the particles of D = 0.06 in Lennard-Jones units. This is the same as the value obtained from the velocity autocorrelation function 2 or the self-intermediate scattering function ͑see Sec. II A above͒.
The bottom plot in Fig. 4 shows the dependence on k of the Green-Kubo correlation functions for particle transport,
The k 0 correlation functions show the damped sound modes strongly, but these disappear from the correlations in the moment, leaving a plateau lasting about two decades in lag time . No such plateau is seen in any of the correlation functions for Fourier modes. The plateau corresponds to an interval of time during which the flutuation decays by steady-state flow. It is by no means certain a priori for any correlation function that a steady-state decay will be observed, but if it does exist then much simplification is possible. So far our calculations are standard, much as described in textbooks. 2 We have obtained transport coefficients for flows of particles and heat from hydrodynamic fits and from Green-Kubo formulas. We turn now to the use of the second entropy.
C. Calculating the most probable future configuration
Given the second entropy, as for example in Eq. ͑27͒, correct to O͑q 2 ͒, it is a simple matter to estimate the most likely future macrostate q 2 after an interval of time , given   FIG. 4 . The correlation functions used in calculating the thermal conductivity from a Green-Kubo formula. The upper plot shows the results from Ref.
11, which are for system B using slit pores of the indicated width. The middle plot shows the elements of the matrix of correlation functions for the moment of the density of the red particles calculated using the itinerant moment definition. The dashed and dotted lines are the off-diagonal elements that appear in Green-Kubo formulas. The bottom plot shows the correlation functions for Fourier modes of the particles ͑dotted and dashed lines͒, with the wave vector specified as Lk / ͑2͒. Note that the Fouriermode correlations show no sign of a plateau.
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A. Gray-Weale and P. Attard J. Chem. Phys. 127, 044503 ͑2007͒ some initial macrostate q 1 . This is done in Eq. ͑17͒. For the moment we deal only with the density moment and its rate of change, so that q = ͑͑k͒ , ͑k͒͒ T . Figure 5 shows the most probable future macrostate of our system after an interval given two different initial macrostates, calculated using Eq. ͑17͒. The correlation functions used are those for the lowest nonzero wave vector for system A. The two initial macrostates are ͑͑k͒ , ͑k͒͒ = ͑1,0͒ and ͑͑k͒ , ͑k͒͒ = ͑0,1͒. Because we are only considering the development to linear order in the variables, the actual magnitudes of and are proportional to the initial values, so the magnitudes plotted are not important, and only the variation with lag time .
If we follow the density after an initial perturbation of the density itself we see that this mode will decay away, and exhibits some oscillation ͑dotted line in Fig. 5͒ , whether we include all the simulated correlation functions in Eq. ͑17͒ or artificially set Q − to zero ͑not shown͒. This would seem to justify the neglect of Q − . But if instead initially the rate of change of the density mode ͑k͒ is nonzero, we would expect there to be a change in the density mode itself, as indeed the solid curve in the figure shows. However, if Q − were to be neglected there would be no such change in the density. In other words, neglecting Q − forbids the coupling of variables with different time-reversal signatures, and would predict zero instead of the bold solid line in Fig. 5 . Figure 6 shows the most likely change in the first entropy during the evolution of the isolated system B over intervals . The corresponding entropy-production parts of the second entropy ͓Eq. ͑29͔͒ are shown in Fig. 7 . Section II B explains the various available formulas for the change in the first entropy and the various contributions to the second entropy. For an isolated system the second entropy along the most likely transition is constant for all , but has two timevarying components, the dynamic and entropy-production parts, and these must vary in opposite senses. It is important to note that the entropy-production part of the second entropy is not necessarily equal to a first entropy.
D. Two entropies
In Figs. 6 and 7, macrostates are defined by the moment of the density of the red particles and its time rate of change. The entropies are shown for the two initial macrostates: one with a nonzero density moment ͑upper plots͒ and one for the nonzero moment's rate of change ͑lower plots͒. These initial macrostates are similar to those discussed above with Fig. 5 , though now we use the density moment for the red particles in system B, in place of a Fourier mode in system A. This density moment is given by Eq. ͑7͒. These were also used for the Green-Kubo calculation of the diffusion coefficient in Sec. IV B. The second entropies are evaluated from Eq. ͑29͒, both with the full expression and also with Q − =0. Figure 6 shows that for both initial macrostates the first entropy increases, as expected for the relaxation of a spontaneous fluctuation. For the case of an initial density fluctuation, three regimes are seen in the first entropy. During the first regime, up to about = 0.1, the first entropy grows as 4 , if the full first-entropy-change formula ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒ is used. It is also at about = 0.1 that the Green-Kubo correlation function reaches its plateau. After this the first entropy increases FIG. 5 . The most probable future values of ͑k͒ and ͑k͒, given initial macrostates corresponding to either ͑k͒ = 1 or else to ͑k͒ = 1. If the coupling between variables of opposite parity is neglected an initially nonzero ͑k͒ would produce no change in the density ͑k͒, i.e., the solid curve in the plot would vanish.
FIG. 6. The most likely change in the first entropy. The two initial macrostates are indicated on the plot ͑the upper is nonzero initial density moment only, and the lower is nonzero initial rate of change of density moment only͒. These results are for the moment of the red density in system B. The solid curve is the full formula ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒, the dashed curve is Eq. ͑21͒, the light solid line is Eq. ͑22͒, and the dotted curve is Eq. ͑25͒.
FIG. 7.
The entropy production part of the second entropy of the most likely transition ͓Eq. ͑29͔͒. The same two initial macrostates are used as in Fig. 6 ͑upper is nonzero initial density moment only, and the lower is nonzero initial rate of change of density moment only͒. These results are for system B. The solid curves are the change in the first entropy for comparison ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒, and the dashed curves are the second entropy. The dotted curves are the second entropy with Q − artificially set to zero.
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linearly in for about two decades in , the interval covered by the Green-Kubo plateau ͑see Fig. 4͒ . Fig. 4͒ , do the two formulas agree. Full Eq. ͑19͒ is hardly more difficult to use than Eq. ͑21͒ but more accurate. The other two expressions for the first entropy shown in Fig. 6 come from Eqs. ͑22͒ and ͑25͒. These correspond to linearizing Q 11 over some interval, with corresponding values for the other elements of Q, and to the exponential matched to the linear expression. The exponential expression is accurate at all times except for Ͻ 0.1, where the dynamics is inertial. Exponential decays are a characteristic of the solutions to stochastic differential equations.
Now we turn to the entropy production part of the second entropy ͑Fig. 7͒. Consider first the second entropy for an initial macrostate with nonzero 1 , i.e., q 1 = ͑ 1 , 1 ͒ = ͑1,0͒. The entropy production part of the second entropy follows the first entropy after about = 0.5. This is consistent with the interpretation of the entropy production part of the second entropy ͓Eq. ͑29͔͒. In particular, in the steady-state regime, the second term of Eq. ͑37͒ is one quarter the first entropy production, in agreement with the results in the figure. In this case and in this regime the asymmetric part of the transport matrix evidently makes negligible contribution. At large times Q͑͒ goes to zero and the entropy production part of the second entropy goes over exactly to the first entropy produced by the decay of the fluctuation ͓Eq. ͑30͔͒. This behavior can again be confirmed from the figure.
If we forbid a correlation between variables of opposite time-reversal parity, by artificially putting Q − = 0, then we find the second entropy to be unchanged at long times but changed by orders of magnitude at shorter times. It is therefore essential to include rates of change in the description of macrostates to correctly obtain the second entropy across the whole range of shown in Fig. 7 . Casimir 18 proposed the neglect of Q − because it has no effect on the first entropy, but that is only true using the approximate form for the first entropy ͓Eq. ͑21͔͒. Q − does contribute to the first entropy in Eq. ͑19͒. We argue that any theory of transport based solely on the first entropy could only apply at longer times at best. The neglect of Q − has little effect on the second entropy at large and at intermediate time scales if the initial macrostate has instead ͑ 1 , 1 ͒ = ͑0,1͒. It has a large effect at small times.
As discussed above and illustrated in Fig. 1 , the second entropy is equal to the first for the most probable transition. It is essential to note that first and second entropies are not in general equal, but they become numerically equal after maximization to find the most probable transition. This issue is discussed in more detail in Ref. 11 .
E. Dynamic order
Another approach assumes that the natural relaxation of a spontaneous fluctuation involves a steady-state flow over some interval . If the simplified expression for the second entropy discussed in Sec. II D is valid then the ratio ͓Eq. ͑39͔͒ should be constant and equal to the transport coefficient. Figure 8 confirms that this is the case from about = 0.1 to = 10, an interval very similar to the one over which the Green-Kubo plateau is observed. These results are for the density moment of red particles in system B. This result clarifies the relationship between the second entropy and the Green-Kubo approach. It is shown in Ref. 7 that the GreenKubo relations may be derived from the second-entropy theory. We have confirmed here that the intervals over which the first entropy grows linearly in , the Green-Kubo plateau and the interval over which the system are dynamically ordered, as shown by the second entropy, are all the same, ͓0.1, 10͔.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have simulated a simple dynamical system which makes a clear the relationship between existing theories of transport, namely, the hydrodynamic approach, Green-Kubo formulas, and the new second-entropy theory. The hydrodynamic and Green-Kubo approaches assume that the deviations from the equilibrium state are small, and the secondentropy treatment given here makes the same assumption. But the second-entropy theory may be systematically extended to higher order, and, in fact, provides a general approach to the statistical mechanics of time-dependent systems. FIG. 8 . The upper plot shows the coarse grained velocity of the density moment for the same system ͑B͒ and macrostate variables as in Fig. 7 . This coarse velocity, or flux, is negative because it describes the relaxation of a spontaneous fluctuation to equilibrium, and it is nonzero over a steady-state interval, corresponding to the Green-Kubo plateau. The lower plot shows the ratio given in Eq. ͑39͒, which should agree with the Green-Kubo estimate of the transport coefficient. The straight line is 1 / ͑2⌳͒ where ⌳ is the transport coefficient, in this case the mobility of the red particles in system B.
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We have also shown that the neglect of the coupling between variables of opposite time-reversal parity is not safe. Some predictions for the time evolution of a macrostate are undamaged by this neglect, and others become unphysical. In particular, a perturbation in 1 should produce a subsequent change in 1 , but does not if we artificially make Q − vanish. This much could have been understood directly from the correlation functions, but we see more clearly the role of Q − if we examine also the entropies.
The matrix Q − does not affect the production of the first entropy in some approximations ͓see Eq. ͑21͔͒. It was this observation that led Casimir to propose that this asymmetric part of the transport matrix could be neglected without physical consequences. 18 We have shown that the full expression for the first entropy production does depend upon the asymmetric part of the transport matrix. We have also shown that neglecting the coupling between variables of different parity does have an effect on the second entropy, introducing an error of up to two orders of magnitude at shorter lag times.
We examined also different formulas for the change in the first entropy over some interval during the relaxation of a spontaneous fluctuation. Integrating the most commonly used formula for the rate of entropy production, Eq. ͑21͒ was used to justify the neglect of Q − because it depends only on Q + . 18 We find that this formula is out by a factor of 2 at long times, and shows incorrect short time scaling, though it is accurate during the physically most important steady-state interval. We give also a formula for the first entropy ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒ correct to O͑q 2 ͒, that is, computationally just as convenient as previously applied approximate ones, for example, Eq. ͑21͒, and so we recommend its use. The neglect of Q − = 0 is not a useful approximation in these days of large scale computer simulations.
We have shown how the second entropy may be approximated by Eq. ͑38͒ and a transport coefficient so extracted. This procedure is precisely equivalent to the use of a GreenKubo formula, but makes clear the roles of entropy production and dynamic ordering in the second entropy. The dynamic response of the system is determined by the competition between dynamic ordering and the production of the first entropy, i.e., static disorder.
We note in our results three distinct intervals of time. For the flow of red particles in system B, these are Ͻ 0.1, ͓0.1, 10͔, and Ͼ 10. The first interval might be called inertial, as it is inside the time taken for the velocity autocorrelation function to decay. It is also the interval over which the velocity or flux becomes nonzero following a fluctuation in static structure. The second is the steady-state interval, in which the flux is constant. And the third is when the fluctuation has noticeably decayed. In both the above calculations, of the time evolution of the macrostate and of the entropies themselves, the error introduced by the neglect of Q − disappears at longer lag times. It is perhaps reasonable to suggest the neglect of Q − as a long-time approximation. We have discussed various approximations for the entropies, and these hold in one or two but not all of these regimes. Other more complicated systems are likely to show similar behavior in that different approximations for the entropy hold during different lag time intervals, though these intervals will be system specific. It may not be safe to assume always that the neglect of Q − , for example, will be a good approximation at long times.
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